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Introduction
o Do ”recession-proof “ industries exist?
o There has been a belief that consumption of
entertainment or leisure activities may persist or
even increase in times of recession
o The goal of this Thesis is to identify how consumers
spend on entertainment in times of recession, and
what decisions they make to change their spending
across different categories
o I analyze how changes in Unemployment and GDP
Growth rates affect consumption of entertainment
and durable goods at both a macro and micro level
o Substitution and changing marginal utility influence
consumer decisions
o Entertainment expenditure increases over time as
GDP fluctuates

Methods

Micro Regressions

o Ran linear regressions for macroeconomic and microeconomic variables separately
o Compare entertainment variables to non-entertainment consumption
Macro Analysis

Ct is the different measures of consumption including MLB attendance, box office
revenue and annual entertainment, food, apparel, and transportation
expenditures
Xt is a vector of control variables e.g. household income, race
Micro Analysis
cit is the different measures of consumption expenditure for entertainment goods
at the household level
Xit is a vector of control variables which could include income before taxes, family
type, age, gender, region, education etc.
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cFit is the measure of consumption expenditure for food, clothing, housing, and
transportation at the individual level
Xit is a vector of control variables which could include income before taxes, family type,
age, gender, region, education etc.

Macro Regressions
Results
Relevant Literature
o Evidence that consumers will make substitutions in the
presence of price shocks (Griffith, 2016)
o When unemployment rises, people have more free time
that can be used for leisure activities (Aguiar, 2013)
o Increase in cinema attendance during the
Great Depression (Pautz, 2002)
o Aspects of the gaming industry were proven to
be unaffected by the Recession in 2007 (Zheng, 2013)
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o Positive coefficient between Box Office Revenue and Unemployment
o The coefficient between MLB Attendance and GDP Growth is negative
and large
o Positive and statistically significant relationship between
Unemployment and household entertainment expenditure
o Compared to negative and statistically significant relationship
between clothing and transportation expenditure and
unemployment
o My micro regressions are more influential in supporting the idea that
entertainment persists over business cycles
o There are substantially more observations in the micro
regressions
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